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Abstract 
CIAO is an advanced programming environment supporting Logic 
and Constraint programming. It offers a simple concurrent ker-
nel on top of which declarative and non-declarative extensions are 
added via librarles. Librarles are available for supporting the ISO-
Prolog standard, several constraint domains, functional and higher 
order programming, concurrent and distributed programming, inter-
net programming, and others. The source language allows declaring 
properties of predicates via assertions, including types and modes. 
Such properties are checked at compile-time or at run-time. The 
compiler and system architecture are designed to natively support 
modular global analysis, with the two objectives of proving proper-
ties in assertions and performing program optimizations, including 
transparently exploiting parallelism in programs. The purpose of 
this paper is to report on recent progress made in the context of the 
CIAO system, with special emphasis on the capabilities of the com-
piler, the techniques used for supporting such capabilities, and the 
results in the áreas of program analysis and transformation already 
obtained with the system. 
1 Introduction 
CIAO is a multi-paradigm compiler, run-time system, and program develop-
ment environment. It efficiently supports the programming styles of LP, CLP, 
and CC languages on multiprocessor machines. It also supports distributed 
execution and Internet/WWW programming. The program development tools 
in the system include execution visualizers and modular global program ana-
lyzers. The latter infer several properties including types, modes, determinacy, 
non-failure, and independence. Such properties can be checked against user 
supplied assertions for debugging purposes. Several program transformations 
(including parallelization) are also performed automatically. 
The system offers a simple but versatile kernel language with sequential, 
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parallel, concurrent, and distributed execution capabilities. All extensions to 
this language and support packages are provided as librarles, which are intended 
to be portable so that they can be used with little modification in other logic 
and constraint logic programming systems. 
The kernel language is directly supported by a comparatively simple abstract 
machine, mainly based on the parallelism and concurrency capabilities of the 
&-Prolog parallel abstract machine (the PWAM [Her86, HG91]). The CIAO 
system is an evolution of &-Prolog [Her86, HG91], which uses the &-Prolog 
abstract machine as underlying kernel execution mechanism and significantly 
extends the &-Prolog parallelizing compiler to support several logic program-
ming paradigms. 
The implementation of the CIAO system makes use of the observation that 
the languages and programming styles that it implements share much at both 
the semantic and the implementation levéis [HtCg93, HtCg94]. In that work 
we discussed several methodological aspects regarding the design and efficiency 
of a class of future logic programming systems. In particular, we proposed a 
novel view of parallel and concurrent logic programming systems. We argued 
that a large number of the actual systems and models can be described through 
the application of only a few basic principies. We also argued that, in fact, a 
system supporting several models can be implemented using a comparatively 
simple, common abstract machine. These principies include determinism, non-
failure, independence (also referred to as stability), and task granularity. We 
also argued for a separation between those principies which have to do with the 
computation rule (i.e., to performing the least work possible) and those directly 
related to parallelism (i.e., to performing such work in the smallest amount of 
time by splitting it among several processors). Finally, and basing our discussion 
on the convergence of concepts that this view brought, we sketched the design 
of the CIAO system. 
In CIAO the different source-level constructs, and even full sub-languages, 
are supported by compilation via source to source transformations into the kernel 
language. This allows simplifying the core of the compiler which can then imple-
ment a reduced set of analysis and transformation techniques. These techniques 
are based on novel semantic modeling of CLP and CC program behavior and on 
the exploitation of fundamental optimization principies (independence/stability 
and determinism), and techniques based on global analysis (program special-
ization and abstract executability). This approach allows reusing significant 
portions of modern Prolog implementation technology. The same philosophy is 
used in the language syntax design where the better part of the Prolog syntax 
and language design is used extensively. As a result CIAO subsumes ISO-Prolog 
(in some cases using a library) and ISO-Prolog programs run in CIAO. 
Given the characteristics mentioned above, CIAO can be used quite effec-
tively for developing applications. However, one of its fundamental objectives 
is to be a tool for easily experimenting with and evaluating language design 
issues, including program analysis and transformation methods and lower-level 
implementation techniques. 
The main aim of this paper is to offer a general overview of the system and 
provide references to publications or technical reports where the actual tech-
niques used are described. We hope that the reader will understand in this 
context the large number of references to CIAO-related publications. A good 
overview of work in the parallelization of logic programs can be found in [CC94]. 
Good overviews of recent progress in Constraint Logic Programming and Con-
current (Constraint) Logic Programming can be found respectively in [JM94] 
and [Tic95]. Most of the papers and technical reports referenced can be obtained 
from our Laboratory's WWW server h t tp : / /www.c l ip .d i a . f i . upm.es / . 
2 Some Design Guidelines of the CIAO System 
We now expand on some of the considerations outlined in the introduction, 
which guide the design of the CIAO system. Such guidelines include: 
• Extensive property inference capabüities, but few compulsory assertions: 
The system includes a global analyzer capable of inferring many prop-
erties such as types, modes, determinacy, non-failure, freeness, indepen-
dence, etc. However, in contrast to strongly typed systems such as Mer-
cury [HSC96], none of these annotations are compulsory. In addition, the 
user can add annotations regarding this properties. Such annotations can 
optionally be 'checked" by the compiler or "trusted," Le., used to guide the 
analysis (for example, when stating the interface of a module). The ana-
lyzer communicates the results of analysis in the same assertion language 
[BCHP96, PBH97, Gro97, BDD+97, HtCG97]. 
• Support for ISO-Prolog: The system provides support for ISO-Prolog. 
However, this is not done directly but rather via a library. The basic lan-
guage (when this library is not loaded) can be seen as constructed by first 
eliminating "unnecessary" impure features in ISO-Prolog (which are put 
in the library) and adding other features, but keeping the basic syntax. 
For example, the CIAO system allows constraints, functions, higher order 
syntax (e.g., P(X)), and other Prolog extensions, but all syntactically cor-
rect ISO-Prolog programs are also syntactically correct CIAO programs. 
• Versatüe compüation options and small executables: The system provides 
several different ways of producing executables. These include, in addi-
tion to the traditional modes of compüation in Prolog systems, support 
for the use of CIAO as a scripting language (which avoids any need to use 
the compiler or top level for program development), compüation to byte-
code executables, compüation into C files for linking into C applications, 
compüation to small native executables, etc. 
• Support for Múltiple Models and Paradigms: The system supports a range 
of LP, CLP, and CC programming languages. It also supports several 
computation rules, including standard left-to-right SLD resolution and the 
determinate-first principie (as in the Andorra model [SCWY90, dMSC93]). 
• Support for Distributed Execution: In the belief that many distributed 
applications are a good target for computational logic systems, the CIAO 
system includes extensive distributed execution capabilities. Such capabil-
ities allow the transparent execution of parallel/concurrent code written 
for a multiprocessor in a distributed environment (of course, granularity 
control is an issue here). Furthermore, the system includes the notions 
of "team" of workers and "active module" (or active object), which con-
veniently encapsulate different types of functionalities desirable from a 
distributed system, from parallelism for achieving speedup to client-server 
applications (the notion of active object is provided as a smooth exten-
sión of the built-in module/object system). The distributed capabilities of 
CIAO are described in [CH95]. In addition, the system also offers several 
facilities and a library for developing WWW-based applications.1 
• Implementation via Compüation into a Simple Kernel Language: This is 
based on the belief that médium to high performance implementations of 
many LP systems can be obtained in this way, with the advantages then 
that optimizations can be performed via source to source transformations 
and the low level machinery can be kept minimal. Optimizations, which 
include parallelization, reduction of concurrency and synchronization, re-
ordering of goals, code simplification, specialization, etc., are performed 
via source to source transformation. Most analysis phases are performed 
at the kernel language level, so that the same analyzer can be used for sev-
eral models. For example, a single analyzer framework can handle Prolog 
programs with delay and concurrent (constraint) programs. 
• Explicit Control in the Kernel Language: makes it possible to perform 
many control-related optimizations at the source level. Such explicit con-
trol is performed via operators which include: 
— Sequential, Parallel, and Concurrent Operators: the presence of sepá-
rate sequentiality (",")> concurrency ("&/1") and parallelism ("&/2", 
"&>/2", "<&/l") operators allows performing optimizations such as 
parallelization (task creation based on dependencies), partitioning 
and schedule analysis (task coalescence based on dependencies), and 
granularity control (task coalescence based on task size considera-
tions) as source to source transformations. 
The parallel operators allow indicating points where parallelism can 
be exploited. Their behavior is otherwise equivalent to that of the 
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sequential operator. Thus, full backtracking is supported. These 
operators essentially assume independence among goals. Commu-
nication of bindings is therefore not guaranteed until the join. No 
variable locking is performed. The concurrency operator allows con-
current programming in the style of CC languages (also, the paral-
lelism in such concurrent execution may be exploited if resources are 
available). Backtracking is limited to allow a relatively straightfor-
ward implementation. In particular, in the current versión of the 
CIAO system no "active shared binding" is allowed to be undone via 
backtracking. An active shared binding is a binding to a variable 
that is shared among active (Le., non-finished) processes. Variable 
communication (and locking) is performed. 
— Explicit And-Fairness Operator: based on the observation that and-
fairness in concurrent systems is still expensive to implement, a 
fair concurrency operator ("&&/1") is introduced which explicitly re-
quests the (efficient) association of computational resources (e.g., an 
operating system thread) to a goal. Note that this leaves open the 
possibility of implementing a fair source language that compiles ef-
ficiently into this and the above operators (perhaps via an analy-
sis which can determine the program points where fairness is really 
needed - to ensure, for example, termination). 
— Explicit Synchronization: handled in the kernel language by means 
of "wai t /1" and "ask/1" operators (the latter as in concurrent con-
straint programming, the former as in &-Prolog), augmented with 
some meta-tests on the variables (such as ground/1 or nonvar/1). 
— Explicit Placement Operator: The "@" operator allows control of task 
placement in distributed execution. This operator can be combined 
with any of the parallelism and concurrency operators mentioned 
before. Other primitives for controlling distributed execution include 
primitives for dealing with teams of workers, and for using active 
modules or active objects. 
• Generic Abstract Machine: a comparatively simple abstract machine di-
rectly supports the kernel language. The design of the abstract machine 
is based on the belief that there is much in common at the abstract ma-
chine level among many of the LP, CLP, and CC models, and thus builds 
strongly on the parallelism and concurrency capabilities of the PWAM/&-
Prolog abstract machine [Her86, HG91] and recent work on extending its 
capabilities and efficiency [PGT+96]. The abstract machine includes na-
tive support for attributed variables [Hol92, Hui90, Neu90] [Hol92] which 
are used in the implementation of constraint solvers (as in other systems 
such as Eclipse [Eur93] and SICStus 3 [Swe95]) and in supporting com-
munication among concurrent tasks [HCC95]. While the current abstract 
Figure 1: CIAO Compiler Structure 
machine supports only ("dependent" and "independent") and-parallelism, 
it is expected that combination with or-parallelism will be possible by ap-
plying the techniques developed in [GSCYH91, GC92, GHPSC94]. 
3 The CIAO Compiler 
The CIAO compiler provides the required support for the different programniing 
paradigms and their optimization. As mentioned before, it is strongly based on 
program analysis and transformation. The compilation process can be viewed 
as a translation process from the input language to (kernel) CIAO. The system 
is able to transíate the input source, automatically extracting parallelism, com-
piling synchronization, and optimizing the final program. Optimizations include 
simplifying the code to avoid run-time tests and suspensions, and specializing 
predicates in order to genérate much simpler and efficient code in the back end. 
This compilation process is depicted in Figure 1, which illustrates the inputs 
and outputs, as well as the compilation options, which are selected via either 
menus or program flags. The compilation process is structured into several 
steps. First, a module in a given input language is translated into the kernel 
language. Then, analysis is performed if required to support the rest of the 
compilation process. Some degree of analysis may also be performed to aid in 
the translation step. After analysis, the program is optionally annotated for 
parallel execution, simplified and specialized. 
The output can then be loaded for execution on the abstract machine. As an 
alternative, and using the transformational approach, most of the capabihty of 
the system is also supported (with sometimes somewhat lower efficiency) on any 
Prolog system with delay declarations and attributed variables (e.g., SICStus 
Prolog Versión 3 [Swe95]). In that sense, the CIAO compiler can also be viewed 
as a library package for Prolog systems with these capabilities. 
The compiler steps and options are discussed in the following sections. As 
mentioned before, our aim herein is to offer a general description and provide 
references for publications or technical reports where the techniques used are 
described. An extended description of the capabilities of the compiler can be 
found in the User's Manual [Bue95]. 
3.1 Source Languages Supported and Transformations Performed 
The compiler can deal with several languages and computation rules simulta-
neously and perform several translations among them. Currently, there are 
three languages supported: the CIAO kernel language (backwards compatible 
with Prolog, plus the specific CIAO primitives), languages based on the basic 
Andorra model, and basic CC languages. Also, for each of these languages sev-
eral constraint domains can be chosen. Currently, the system supports those of 
Prolog, CLP(R), and CLP(Q). 
The mode of the system can be changed by typing at the top level the com-
mands ciao(Domain), andorra(Domain), or cc(Domain), where the variable 
Domain has to be instantiated to either h, q, or r, indicating the desired con-
straint domain, i.e. Herbrand, Q, or R, respectively. Programs read from then 
on will be assumed to have the characteristics associated to the new mode: 
• ciao (Domain): CIAO full syntax (backwards compatible with Prolog, plus 
the specific CIAO primitives) language; left-to-right and (encapsulated) 
concurrency. 
• andorra (Domain): Prolog language; computation rule based on the basic 
Andorra principie. 
• ce (Domain): basic CC language; concurrent computation rule. 
Alternatively, the mode can be directly included in the program. This is done 
in the module declaration, which has one additional argument available for the 
specification of the mode. 
Program transformations bridge the semantic gaps between the different 
programming paradigms supported. The methods used for translating programs 
based on the (Basic) Andorra model to CIAO are described in [BDGH94]. The 
methods used for translating CC languages are an extensión of those of [DGB94, 
Deb93] and are described in [BH95b]. 
3.2 Analysis 
The CIAO compiler includes both local and global analysis of programs. Local 
analysis of program clauses is usually very simple but not accurate. Nonethe-
less, it is sometimes partially useful in some optimizations, as in program par-
allelization [BGH94]. Global analysis is performed in the context of abstract 
interpretation [CC77, Deb92, CC92]. The underlying framework of analysis 
is that of PLAI [HWD92, MH90, MH92]. PLAI implements a generic (goal-
dependent and goal-independent) top-down driven abstract interpreter. The 
whole computation is domain-independent. This allows plugging in different 
abstract domains, provided suitable interfacing functions are defined. PLAI 
also incorporates incremental analysis [HPMS95] in order to deal with large 
programs and is capable of analyzing full languages (in particular, full standard 
Prolog [BCHP96, CRV94]). 
A modification of the PLAI framework capable of analyzing dynamically 
scheduled programs is also provided in order to support the concurrent mod-
els. Note that, thanks to the transformational approach, only two frameworks 
are used (one for simple, left-to-right execution and another for the case when 
there are dynamically scheduled goals). The compiler automatically decides the 
framework to be used. 
The CIAO analyzer incorporates the following domains, which are briefly 
explained below: Sh, Sh+Fr, ASuh, Sh+ASuh, and Sh+Fr+ASuh, which are 
used in logic programming, and Def, Fr, Fd, which can be used either in logic or 
constraint logic programming, and LSign, which is more specific to constraint 
logic programming.2 Programs with dynamic scheduling can be analyzed with 
the Sh+Fr and Def domains. 
3.2.1 HERBRAND: For the analysis of (classical) logic programs (over the 
Herbrand domain) the CIAO compiler includes a number of traditional domains 
proposed in the literature for capturing properties such as variable groundness, 
freeness, sharing, and linearity information. This includes the set sharing Sh 
[JL89, MH89], set sharing and freeness Sh+Fr [MH91], and pair sharing ASub 
[Son86] domains. Combinations of the Sh and Sh+Fr domains with ASub are 
also supported, resulting in the Sh+ASub and Sh+Fr+ASub domains. The 
combination is done in such a way that the original domains and operations 
of the analyzer over them are re-used, instead of redefining the domains for 
the combination [CC79, CMB+95]. Two other domains, a modified versión of 
Path sharing [KS95] and Aeqns (abstract equations) [MSJB95] are currently 
being incorporated to the system. In addition the system performs type and 
determinacy/non-failure analysis [BJ88, GdW94, DLH97]. 
3.2.2 CONSTRAINT PROGRAMMING: Se ver al domains are available, some 
of which have been implemented by other users of the PLAI system, notably 
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The abstract domain Def [GHB+96] determines whether program variables 
are definite, i.e. constrained to a unique valué. In doing this it keeps track 
of definite dependencies among variables. The abstract domain Fr [GHB+96] 
determines which variables act as degrees of freedom with respect to the satisfi-
ability of the constraint store in which they occur. In doing this it keeps track 
of possible dependencies among variables. The definite and possible dependen-
cies are used to perform accurate definiteness and non-freeness propagation, 
respectively, and are also useful in their own right to perform several program 
optimizations. A combined domain Fd which infers both definiteness and free-
ness is also integrated. 
A preliminary versión of the domain LSign [MS94] is also supported. This 
domain is aimed at inferring accurate information about possible interaction be-
tween linear arithmetic equalities and inequalities. The key idea is to abstract 
the actual coefficients and constants in constraints by their "sign". A prelim-
inary implementation of this domain shows very promising accuracy, although 
at a cost in efficiency. 
3.2.3 DYNAMICALLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS: CIAO also includes a ver-
sión of the PLAI framework which is capable of accurately analyzing (con-
straint) programs with dynamic scheduling (e.g., including delay declarations 
[Col82, Car87]). Being able to analyze constraint languages with dynamic 
scheduling also allows analyzing CC languages with angelic nondeterminism.3 
This is based on the observation that most implementations of the concurrent 
paradigm can be viewed as a computation which proceeds with a fixed, sequen-
tial scheduling rule but in which some goals suspend and their execution is post-
poned until some condition wakes them. Initial studies showed that accurate 
analysis in such programs is possible [MGH94], although this technique involves 
relatively large cost in analysis time. The analysis integrated into the CIAO 
compiler uses a novel method which improves on the previous one by increasing 
the efficiency without significant loss of accuracy [GMS95]. The approach is 
based on approximating the delayed atoms by a closure operator. 
A direct method for analysis of CC programs has also been developed and 
is currently being integrated into the compiler. This method is an extensión of 
previous work of Debray [DGB94, Deb93]. It is based on the observation that 
for certain properties, it is possible to extend existing analysis technology for the 
underlying fixed computation rule in order to deal with such programs [BH95b]. 
In particular, this idea has been applied using as starting point the original 
framework for the analysis of sequential programs. The resulting analysis can 
deal with programs where concurrency is governed by the Andorra model as 
well as standard CC models. The advantage with respect to the method above 
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is lower analysis time, in exchange for a certain loss of accuracy. 
3.3 Parallelization 
LP, CLP, and CC offer an interesting case study for automatic parallelization. 
On the one hand these languages pose significant challenges to automatic paral-
lelization, such as a symbolic nature, non-determinism, irregular computations, 
dynamic control flow, and (well behaved) pointers. On the other hand they 
offer a clear semantics on which formal program analysis and transformation 
techniques can be easily based. In the CIAO compiler the information inferred 
during the analysis phase is used for independence detection, which is the core 
of the LP and CLP parallelization process [BGH94, GBH96]. The compile-time 
parallelization module is currently aimed at uncovering goal-level, restricted 
(Le., fork and join), independent and-parallelism (IAP). Independence has the 
very desirable properties of correct and efficient execution w.r.t. standard se-
quential execution of Prolog or CLP. In the context of LP, parallelization is 
performed based on the well-understood concepts of strict and non-strict in-
dependence [HR95], using the information provided by the abstract domains. 
While the notions of independence used in LP are not directly applicable to 
CLP, specific definitions for CLP (and constraint programming with dynamic 
scheduling) have been recently proposed [GHM93, Gar94] and they have been 
incorporated in the CIAO compiler in order to parallelize CLP and CC programs 
[GHM95]. Additionally, the compiler has side-effect and granularity analyzers 
(not depicted in Figure 1) which infer information which can yield the sequen-
tialization of goals (even when they are independent) based on efficiency or 
maintenance of observable behavior. 
The actual automatic parallelization of the source program is performed in 
CIAO during compilation of the program by the so called annotation algorithms. 
The algorithms currently implemented are: mel, cdg, udg [Mut91, Bue94], and 
urlp [CH94]. To our knowledge, the CIAO system is the first one to perform 
automatic compile-time (And-)parallelization of CLP programs [GBH96]. 
3.4 Optimization 
The CIAO compiler performs several forms of code optimization by means of 
source to source transformations. The information obtained during the analysis 
phase is not only useful in automatic program parallelization, but also in this 
program specialization and simplification phase. 
The CIAO compiler can optimize programs to different degrees, as indicated 
by the user. It can just simplify the program, where simplification amounts 
to reducing literals and predicates which are known to always succeed, fail, or 
lead to error. This can speed up the program at run-time, and also be useful 
to detect errors at compile-time. It can also specialize the program using the 
versions generated during analysis [PH95a]. This may involve generating dif-
ferent versions of a predicate for different abstract cali patterns, thus increasing 
the program size whenever this allows more optimizations. In order to keep the 
size of the specialized program as reduced as possible, the number of versions of 
each predicate is minimized attaining the same results as with Winsborough's 
algorithm [Win92]. 
As well as handling sequential code, the optimization module of the CIAO 
compiler contains what we believe is the first automatic optimizer for languages 
with dynamic scheduling [PH95b]. The potential benefits of the optimization 
of this type of programs were already shown in [MGH94], but they can now be 
obtained automatically. These kinds of optimizations include simplification and 
elimination of suspensión conditions and elimination of concurrency primitives 
(sequentialization). 
3.5 Granularity Control 
The compiler also performs granularity control using the techniques described 
in [DLH90, Tic88, LHD94, DGHL94, LH95]. The compiler estimates the gran-
ularity of parallel tasks, i.e. the work available under them, by generating ex-
pressions that are upper and lower bounds for the computation time of parallel 
tasks as a function of the size of task input data. These functions are used at 
run-time to perform granularity control by comparing cost bounds to suitable 
thresholds. The results so far are encouraging, and we plan to perform much 
further investigation in this very important área. 
3.6 Output 
The back end of the compiler takes the result of the previous program transfor-
mations and generates a number of final output formats. Normally, the result 
of the compiler is intended for the CIAO/&-Prolog abstract machine. Output 
possibilities are then byte-code (".ql") files, C-files (for linking into traditional 
applications), stand-alone executables, and incore compilation (when the com-
piler is running inside the system rather than as a stand-alone application). As 
mentioned before, and as an alternative output, most of the capability of the 
system can also be handled by any Prolog which supports delay declarations and 
attributed variables. Alternatively, also AKL [JH91] can be used as a target, 
using the techniques described in [BH95a]. 
Finally, it is possible to obtain the results of each of the intermedíate compi-
lation phases. This allows visualizing and affecting the transformation, analysis, 
parallelization, and optimization processes. Because of the source to source na-
ture of the compiler, this output is always a (possibly annotated) kernel CIAO 
program. 
4 Performance Evaluation Tools 
Two tools have been developed to complement the environment and help during 
performance debugging. VisAndOr [CGH93] is a tool for visualizing parallel ex-
ecutions. It supports both conjunctive and disjunctive execution graphs (or- and 
and-parallelism). It is currently in use by several other researchers in the field 
and it is distributed with other parallel systems such as Muse [AK90]. IDRA 
[FCH94] is a simulator which can quite accurately compute ideal speedups from 
traces from a sequential execution of a parallelized program. It allows evaluat-
ing the performance of the parallel run-time system independently of the qual-
ity of the parallelization performed by the compiler, by comparing the obtained 
speedups with those predicted by IDRA for the given parallelized program. 
5 Some Future Directions 
We have briefly described the current status of the CIAO system. The current 
main objective of the system is to be an experimentation and evaluation vehicle 
for programming constructs and optimization and implementation techniques 
for the programming paradigms of LP, CLP, CC, and their combinations. The 
system has already shown itself useful in illustrating the power (or lack thereof) 
of a number of analysis and optimization techniques (see the referenced papers 
for details). Additionally, we are developing pilot applications with the system 
which should provide valuable feedback regarding its capabilities. 
While the CIAO system illustrates that analysis and optimization of concur-
rent programs is possible, much work remains in improving the efficiency and 
accuracy of the analysis and in improving the performance gains obtained with 
the resulting optimizations. 
As mentioned in Section 3.3, the automatic parallelization currently per-
formed in the CIAO system is at the goal level. However, it is possible to 
parallelize at finer granularity levéis, thus obtaining greater degrees of paral-
lelism. The concept of local independence [MRB+94, BHMR94] can be used for 
this purpose. Although some promising progress has been made in this direc-
tion [HCC95], it remains as future work to implement a system fully capable of 
efficiently exploiting this very fine grained level of parallelism. 
While our work in detection of parallelism in the CIAO compiler concentrates 
on compile-time detection of parallelism, run-time detection also needs to be 
explored. Significant progress has been made in this área by models and systems 
such as DDAS [She92], Andorra-I, and AKL. 
Some parts of the CIAO system (e.g., the PLAI analyzers, the parallelizers, 
the WWW librarles, the distributed programming librarles, etc.) have been 
distributed in the public domain and have been used experimentally by several 
researchers. Current versions of other parts of the system which are less de-
veloped are available for experimentation (please contact the authors; further 
information can be obtained from h t tp : / /www.c l ip .d ia . f i . upm.es / ) . Both 
kernel system and all the librarles are intended to be put gradually in the public 
domain. 
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